Directions Cologne Campus

How to reach us:

Im MediaPark 5c
50670 Cologne

By car
The best way to reach the ISM in Cologne is via the A57, which you can reach via the A1 at the Cologne-Nord interchange. Drive the A57 to the end and then turn half right towards the Mediapark. At the next traffic light turn left and immediately left again into the underground car park Mediapark. The ISM is located above car park 5, where you will find plenty of parking. From all other motorways, follow the signs for Köln-Zentrum (Cologne Center) and from there the signs Mediapark and also drive into the underground car park.

With public transport
From Cologne Central Station, take one of the lines S6, S11, S12, S13 direction “Hansaring” and get off there. From the station, walk past Saturn towards the Mediapark and walk along Maybachstraße. On the right side is the Mediapark and the ISM is in building 5c. Alternatively, you can reach the ISM with the tram lines 12 or 15 via the stop “Christophstr/Mediapark” and walk from there five minutes on foot.

From the airport
From Cologne/Bonn airport the S13 direction Cologne goes directly to the “Hansaring”. Also from the airport Düsseldorf there is a direct connection to the “Hansaring” with the S1 direction Cologne. From there follow the description for public transport.